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2013 has been a very good year for the C.D. Howe Institute. Your donations have enabled the Institute to respond quickly and authoritatively to issues that are defining Canada’s future – and by so doing, to improve the economic and social well-being of all Canadians.

The strength of our work is reflected in our policy impact. Policy leaders of every stripe and at every level frequently cite our publications and participate in our events; we are also building upon our strong track record of enlisting Canada’s leading practitioners and scholars as authors, speakers and reviewers.

With your support, we are now publishing more than 50 policy studies and staging as many policy events per year. Our work is cited frequently in legislatures and parliamentary committees, in budget documents, and in national and international media.

Our high productivity has a key benefit: sustained contributions over an extended period of time amplify profile and policy impact. For example, the Institute has for years published influential studies and held multiple policy events on liberalizing international trade. Our track record on Canada-US free trade and the NAFTA was reinforced by more recent work on the Canada-Europe CETA and the prospective Trans Pacific Partnership. The same is true elsewhere – our work on monetary policy focused on low and stable inflation, growth-friendly tax reforms, and fiscal prudence. In these and many other areas, your support has translated into smarter public policies for Canada.

Many ingredients go into our success – including the involvement of policymakers, thought-leaders and scholars. At the base of it all is strong and loyal member support. With your help, we are supporting the development of policies that make Canada a better place to work, invest, and raise a family – truly a most-favoured nation.
Major Gifts and Grants

By helping governments develop creative solutions to policy challenges through solid research and constructive dialogue, the C.D. Howe Institute has proven its ability to make a difference. The Institute has demonstrated time and again that it is Canada’s most trusted source of essential policy intelligence.

Private support makes the Institute’s work possible. People are often surprised by our modest resources. We have only one office, and fewer than 30 staff. We have no eight-figure endowments or major, multi-year government grants.

Targeted major gifts and event sponsorships enable supporters to bolster the Institute’s research and dissemination capacities in specific areas of interest. They complement the annual membership campaign, strengthening the Institute and enabling it to recruit scholars and support programs that enhance its ability to develop innovative solutions to policy challenges. The Institute’s policy impact would not have been possible in the absence of support from donors and sponsors listed on the following pages.
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Major Grants

**Aurea Foundation:** Aurea is a charitable foundation established in 2006 by Peter and Melanie Munk to undertake initiatives and support qualified institutions and affiliated individuals involved in the study and development of public policy. Aurea Foundation’s grant program aims to facilitate exchanges in the marketplace of ideas to the benefit of all who live or aspire to live in free societies. Aurea provided major support for the International Economic Policy Program and for research on human capital and competitiveness.

**Lotte & John Hecht Memorial Foundation:** During the Hechts’ lifetimes, the Foundation quietly supported many charitable groups in Vancouver. The residual of both their estates was gifted to the Foundation. The Lotte and John Hecht Memorial Foundation today has two major objectives: investigation and support of complementary and alternative medicine, particularly in the treatment of cancer, and; economic education that promotes the principles of a free market. The Foundation provided major support for policy work on federal and provincial government financial accountability.

**Max Bell Foundation:** Since its creation in 1972 by the late Mr. George Maxwell Bell, Max Bell Foundation has made grants across Canada for a wide range of charitable purposes which benefit all Canadians. In contributing to Canadians and their communities, the Foundation has always sought to support innovative endeavours which encourage the development of human potential in pursuit of social, educational, and economic goals. The Foundation supported research on the fiscal preparedness of provincial governments to manage the healthcare costs associated with an aging population.

**Pfizer Canada Inc.:** Pfizer Canada Inc. is the Canadian operation of Pfizer Inc., one of the world’s leading biopharmaceutical companies. Pfizer provided major support for policy research and events on healthcare reform. The grant was offered on a completely philanthropic basis, with full respect for the Institute’s commitment to academic independence and research objectivity.
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The C.D. Howe Institute’s policy work is shaped and strengthened by the members of its policy councils. Recruited from universities, the public service, crown corporations and business, council members play a vital role in generating support and ideas for specific policy areas. We thank the following individuals for their participation in the Institute’s Policy Councils.
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

The C. D. Howe Institute is an independent not-for-profit research institute whose mission is to raise living standards by fostering economically sound public policies. It is Canada’s trusted source of essential policy intelligence, distinguished by research that is nonpartisan, evidence-based and subject to definitive expert review. It is considered by many to be Canada’s most influential think tank.